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Abstract – Over the last few years, object recognition systems take the researchers' attention. The revolution in the artificial
intelligence and computer vision systems and algorithms drives to numerous approaches. In this research, we are presenting an
object recognition system that used ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) as a feature extraction method, the proposed
approach used as a robot system that performs objects detection and recognition tasks. We used ORB to detect preset features in
a given video frame obtained from the camera at real-time and then used Brute-force matcher to match a new video frame features
with the object image that we want the robot to track it and recognize it. The matched point must have a distance ratio of 0.65.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Tasks of the object recognition in real-world
applications possess complicated issues such as illumination,
rotation variant, scale variant, and collision areas. These
challenges require a features extraction techniques that can't be
affected by the clutter in the nearby environment. The
challenging problem of the object recognition systems is due
in a massive part to the lack of getting such image features
successfully. Object recognition is a challenging computer
vision task because its an essential part of numerous
applications such as image search, image auto-annotation,
scene perception, and real-time object tracking.
Recently, many of approaches and advances introduced such
as model-based, shape-based and appearance-based methods.
The Techniques that based on a model method represent the
object in the image as a set of various three-dimensional
objects [1]-[3] such as cones and cubes. The Shape-based
techniques [3]-[8] trying to describe the object in the image by
its shape primitives like boundary fragments and contours. In
the opposite, the appearance-based techniques used only the
appearance which is captured by different views of the object
in the two-dimensional images. In this research paper,
Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF algorithm used as a feature
extracting method. The algorithm introduced by Ethan Rublee,
Vincent Rabaud, Kurt Konolige and Gary R. Bradski in their
paper in 2011, as they mentioned it is an excellent alternative
to SIFT and SURF in computational cost and matching
performance and substantially in the patents where ORB is a
free and Open-source algorithm available as a part of OpenCV
computer vision library. ORB based on FAST (Features
Accelerated from Segment Test) key points detector and
BRIEF (binary robust independent elementary features)
descriptor with some modifications to improve the
performance. The implementation of the ORB algorithm with
the Brute force matching method used in our work. The system
detects interset key points from the camera video frames at the
real-time and matching the descriptor with given reference
object image descriptor using Brute-force the distance ratio
between detected keypoints must be 0.65 and skip all other key
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points. We are using a features filtering method to reach a high
performance and accuracy in detecting such object in any
background scene.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
In our paper, we propose an object recognition method that
based on Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF algorithm
besides to Brute-force matcher algorithm. The presented
system is an RC robot that can be automated or semiautomated. The robot transmits live video stream over the
network, and it processes the video frames, it detects objects
by feature matching between the real-time video frame and the
reference object image that we want to track it. LattePanda was
preferred as a microprocessor in the developed system. It is a
computer-on-module powered by Intel atom processor, 4GB
RAM and 64GB embedded memory. Figure 1 shows the
Lattepanda board.

Fig. 1 LattePanda development Board

Zumo robot shield which is shown in Figure 2 was used for
moving part of the developed robot. It consists of 4 motors and
speed controller. The Lattepanda can control the speed of the
motors using the commands that received from the Joystick.
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Fig. 2 Zumo robot shield

A4Tech HD webcam which is shown in Figure 3 was used
as a camera module on the moving robot. The camera is
connected to the lattepanda via USB connection.

Fig. 6 Flowchart of the proposed system

Fig. 3 A4Tech webcam

Lattepanda bluetooth keyboard which is shown in Figure 4
was used to remotely control the robot using the arrows. When
you click the arrows the robot will move to the selected
direction.

Fig. 4 Lattepanda keyboard

A. Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF algorithm
ORB is a fast, robust local feature detector introduced by
Ethan Rublee et al. in 2011, The author of the algorithm made
some modifications on the FAST keypoints detector algorithm
and BRIEF descriptor to enhance the performance with
orientation and rotation. The FAST does not compute the
orientation. The authors modify it to calculate the intensity
centroid of the patch with a located corner at the center. The
direction of the vector from this corner point to centroid gives
the orientation. Moments are computed to enhance the rotation
invariance. Also, authors of ORB modify the BRIEF
descriptor algorithm to perform better with rotation by steering
the BRIEF according to key points orientation. Figure 7 Shows
the ORB matching performance.

Figure 5 shows the RC robot and the Controller. The
controller is Bluetooth powered and used to send a command
to the robot to move. Figure 6 presents the flowchart of the
proposed system. Firstly, the video frame obtained from the
camera to detect the features using ORB then matching its
features with reference object image using Brute-force
matcher and then applying the filtering method to find the best
matches. If the matches equal or greater than the threshold
value, the object will be recognized.
Fig. 7 ORB matching performance

B. Features matching
In our paper, we used the brute-force matcher which is
manageable. It uses the descriptor of one feature in the first set
and is matched with all other features in another set using some
distance estimation. Moreover, the adjacent one is returned.
After we extract the matches, we filter them to get the best
match possible by measuring the threshold which it is the
summation of matches distance divided by the length of them
and multiply them by the ratio. The ratio is 0.65. The best
matches that have a distance less than the threshold value.

Fig. 5 The RC robot

III. RESULTS
We used an RC robot system with Lattepanda computer on
module and camera for real-time object tracking and
recognition the Robot is wifi powered which is transmit live
video to another Computer. Each video frame that obtained
from the camera, the algorithm extracts the key points on the
image and matching its descriptor with a reference object
image descriptor. The matches filtered using distance
threshold to get the better matches between the object image
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and object in the scene of the camera. Figure 8 shows the
performance of our system.

Fig. 8 Sample object recognition

IV. DISCUSSION
The designed robot is subject to furtherly developing,
especially in terms of software. After automatically
recognition of an object or multiple objects is succeeded, it can
be used in a wide area of today’s world. In this context, this
project is aimed to be more developed in order to work for
multiple purposes.
V. CONCLUSION
Object recognition is a relevant computer science field, and
it targets many applications such as military, security and
facial recognition. Image features extraction methods play a
significant rule in the performance of such systems. In this
research paper, we presented a method based on Oriented
FAST and Rotated BRIEF Features and using brute-force
matcher with matches filtering method based on distance
threshold.
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